















Using Motive Expression to Structure the Study of Musical Elements 
























　The purpose of this paper is to explore the structured combination of the elements of music through motive expression. 
The main revision in the upcoming version of the Education Ministry’s “Curriculum Guidelines for Elementary School” 
is the modifi cation of the concept of active learning to generally include the structured viewpoint. Therefore, this study 
considers structured viewpoints as inclusive of mutual concepts of both music and motive expression, as well as of 
musical components. In this study, we observe the integration of music elements and motive expression with imagination 
through group learning in music classes and the use of related materials in elementary schools and kindergartens. 
Through analyzing concept maps，we found three eff ective teaching methods which clarifi ed the relationship between 
musical phrasing and motive direction, the relationship between moving weight or changing direction and musical 
articulation，and the relationship between the musical form or dynamics to formation by dancing. 
　Preferred learning materials are not program music like songs, but rather, absolute instrumental music, to foster 
deeper understanding of the connection between mutual concepts of both music and motive expression. Student viewing 
of relevant videos while interacting with their teachers is highly recommended. When structuring lesson variations, it is 
more conceivable to connect one to two key mutual concepts between music and dance per lesson than 3 key mutual 
concepts.
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